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Hybrid sheets are mostly used for collecting data at the time of Admission or Scholarship tests, where the
participant is anonymous to the educational body. Also used in government exams to cross validate
information already provided in application form. Any design just containing bubbles cannot be called an
OMR Sheet because it might not have correct parameters and dimensions as per OMR requirements.
Generally an A4 size sheet can easily contain upto question with 5 options. Click here to see OMR sheet
samples. Smaller OMR answer sheets can be designed for less no. Two sided duplex OMR sheets can be also
be printed and processed. This CorelDraw file can be edited to add your organisation Name, Logo and other
necessary information without disturbing the Index points or OMR circles. PDF file should be used only for
viewing or printing if CorelDraw is not available. Normal 70 gsm A4 paper that we use in our laser printers
can be used for OMR sheet printing. It is commonly available in the market. There is no need to use thick
paper. If you want, thick paper can also be used. Thickness of paper is only increased if the MCQ test
conditions are not proper so there are chances of damage to the sheet or if the sheets are to be transported from
long distances and stored for longer time. Only white paper should be used. Set the printer page to A4. Change
it to A4. Check that the inkjet printer is able to print without smudging or blotting. Only print using Plates.
Use the CorelDraw file to make plates. While cutting the sheet after printing, all pieces should be of equal
size. Please make sure the size of the photocopy is same as the original OMR sheet design. Please make sure
that the Index points are printed solid black and there is no black dust or line over the bubbles or near the
index points. The line thickness of the circles is kept thin to avoid interference in reading. In any method of
printing: If the index points are not properly printed, they will not be scanned properly and it will give trouble
while reading. Print to centre of page so that there is sufficient white space outside 4 index points in all 4
corners. In case if sheet includes a cutting or tearing margin, it should be sufficiently far from the index points.
DO NOT increase the font of text labels printed inside the circles. The font should be as small and thin as
possible. Colored OMR Sheets should be used if the pattern of marking allows tick marks or thin strokes. Only
2 colors should be used. One color Black is necessary. Second color can be pink or orange or golden yellow.
Green or blue tones should be avoided. Colored OMR Sheets can also be printed using offset printing. The
sheets using tick marks or thin impression responses should be preferably printed in 2 colors. The sheets with
bubbles having text label inside them should be preferably printed in 2 Colors. In case of Offset printing, the
corner black index points are printed in both colors, such that the exactly overlap and there is no relative
displacement i. Stamped numbers cannot be read. Only digital numbers or barcodes printed through variable
data printing process can be read. Barcode should be printed in 32 to 36 font size in black color only. OCR
text for optical character recognition should be printed in font size in black color only. Keep the sheet holding
plastic brackets in the OMR sheet scanner pocket close to prevent from unnecessary tilting, straying or
tangling in the OMR sheet scanner. Keep the scanning area wide enough so that the corner 4 index points are
properly scanned and there is sufficient white space outside them. Scan at default settings. For scanning OMR
sheets with thin tick marks, scan at dpi in color mode. It will also work only file size will be larger. Scanning
of Colored OMR Sheets These instructions are for sheets with 2 color printing or sheets with photograph
pasted on them. Prefereably scan as color RGB image.
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All the applicants should care about the clarity of the emblem of Kerala Public Service Commission and the
bar code in their hall ticket. Even though you can write the test due to the carelessness of invigilator, PSC will
not value the answer sheet. Your hall ticket will contain the uploaded photograph during one time registration.
So there is no need to paste extra photo on the printed one. If you do so, the PSC will not allow you to get in
the exam hall. Name and Date are Necessary in the Hall Ticket: The candidates should check the clarity of
name and date on their photo in the KPSC hall ticket. If you did not enter the name and date on the uploaded
photograph for one time registration, your photograph in the hall ticket will not have those. So notice this
point. Write your register number in the suitable box and bubble the particular numbers. Sign in right place in
the address list which will give you by the invigilator in examination hall. If you sign at wrong place, your
answer sheet will not value by PSC Separate part A and part B of the answer sheet after exam and give them
to the invigilator. The separation should make through a printed bar code. If you do so it will lead to make
your answer sheet invalid. Keep decency during examination. Remember to receive attendance certificate to
get travel allowance from any concern. Kerala PSC will not permit any one to change the exam centre. The
answer sheets are designed to match with this. To value your OMR answer sheet the correct alpha code is
essential. If you get the question booklet with different alpha code from the code on your answer sheet inform
to the invigilator. Bubble the answers completely. If you bubble two answers for the same question PSC will
consider it as invalid answer and get negative mark. You should write and bubble the register by looking in
hall ticket. Add your date of birth in proper place. Each OMR sheet contains the space for answers. The part A
will value by the OMR machine. It will contain only the bar code and alpha code. Bar code is the false number
to identify the candidate. If you write or label anything on the bar code, your answer sheet will be invalid. You
can work out any answers in the extra blank page with the question booklet. Read the instructions in the
question booklet before starting to write the examination. It is for the signature of invigilator of your exam
hall. You should write the register number in the appropriate boxes by looking carefully in the hall ticket
which you downloaded from Kerala PSC website. Bubble the proper circles which denote your register
number. Write and bubble your date of birth in the order date-month-year. Date of the examination conducted
and the name of the examination should write and bubble properly. The date should contain date-month-year.
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INDUSTRIA FARMACEUTICA INDUSTRIAS QUIMICAS Posted on Nov enciclopedia de salud y seguridad en el trabajo
sumario industria farmaceutica industria farmaceutica industrias quimicas director del capÃtulo.
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Following are some of the ready to print model OMR sheet formats in A4 size. These OMR sample layout formats are
available ready-made in the MCQ Test Checker Software.

5: OMR Sheet Download Sample PDF for Practice
Download instructions in Malayalam: For Examinations using OMR Sheets without pre-bubbled Alpha Code For
Admission Tickets without Photographs and with Photographs For Examinations using OMR Sheets with pre-bubbled
Alpha Code.
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3 Fresh OMR sheet/question booklet will not be supplied for any reason except printing or manufacturing defect. 4 Avoid
perforation, dampening or soiling of the answer sheet. Read the instructions on the reverse of the OMR sheet.

7: CHAUFFEUR GRADE 2 -RANK LIST PALAKKAD â€“ Kerala PSC Info
Kerala PSC Solved Question Papers. It's time to prepare for Kerala PSC Exam!!! Get Kerala PSC Solved Question
Papers from here!!!Candidates who are going to appear in KPSC Exam for the purpose for Kerala PSC Recruitment
they must prepare with Kerala PSC Model Questions to achieve great marks.
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Kerala PSC Secretariat Assistant OMR Sheet, Solved Question Papers. looking for the Kerala PSC secretariat assistant
Answer Key PDF to check their answer from the answer key.

9: OMR Test Answer Sheet Checker, OMR Test Sheet form Reader Software
Contents Owned, Maintained and Updated by Kerala Public Service Commission, State Government of Kerala, India
Site designed and developed by: National Informatics Centre(NIC), Kerala State Center, Thiruvananthapuram.
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